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Federal elections called for Australia.  Major party renewable platforms  

 Key Liberal Party (incumbent) promises with respect to the environment

- 26% to 28% CO2 reduction below 2005 levels by 2030

- A$2 billion Climate Solutions Fund that builds on the current Emissions Reduction Fund

- Snowy 2.0.  A pumped hydro power station with enough storage to power 0.5 million homes

- A second power connector to bring hydro power from Tasmania to the rest of Australia

- Develop a National Electric Vehicle Strategy to help transition to new technologies

- Improve energy efficiency and create Cleaner, Greener Local Communities
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Federal elections called for Australia.  Major party renewable platforms  

 Key Labor Party (challenger) promises with respect to the environment

- Renewable energy to provide 50% of total electricity demand by 2030

- Reduce national carbon emissions by 45% from 2005 levels by 2030

- A national electric vehicle target of 50% of all new car sales by 2050

- Government fleet vehicles to be 50% electric by 2025 and tax deductions for electric vehicles

- Double the original investment in the CEFC to A$10 billion

- Government to invest A$1.14 billion into a National Hydrogen Plan

* To become a world leader in the hydrogen industry

* For use in exports, fuel security and reducing pollution in transport and industry

- Develop a Bioenergy Strategy to develop the industry (A$2M)
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Hydrogen Opportunity from PV and electrolysis in perspective 

 In 2016 a report was prepared for ARENA authored by the CSIRO and Mitsui 

 Report considered the opportunities in Australia for hydrogen production from PV sources

- Australia is well endowed with solar resources and thus potentially a leader in this field

 Conclusions of the report included:

- Currently it would cost about A$18.70/kg of hydrogen using a PV system

- By 2030 the cost is projected to have declined to A$9.10/kg.

- It currently costs A$0.48/kg to produce ethanol in the US (5% of that of the 2030 hydrogen PV cost)

- It currently costs approximately A$2.00/kg to produce hydrogen via steam methane reforming

- Steam methane reforming is not usually renewable as the gas is typically fossil sources 
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Update on Fuel Production in Australia
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Impact of declining liquid fuels is impacting trade deficit 
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Biofuel usage declining despite lower cost and environmental benefits 

 NSW ethanol use has declined by 35% since its peak in 2011/12 

 Queensland ethanol use has declined by 39% since its peak in 2010/11

 Total Australian ethanol use has declined 39% since its peak in 2010/11


